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Kuwait to host first
Arab juniors boxing
championship
By Abdellatif Sharaa

KUWAIT: Kuwait
Boxing Federation
Secretary General Salem
Al-Azmi said Kuwait will
host the first Arab
Juniors Boxing
Championship from
January 23 until January
29, 2020.

Al-Azmi welcomed the
brotherly teams who will
participate in the Arab
championship, adding that
having the Arab Federation asking KBF to organize the
most important regional and continental championships
is considered a renewed confidence in Kuwait youth
ability to organize major events, adding that invitations
will be sent to all federations, to make sure the largest
possible participation.

Salem Al-Azmi said the Federation’s Board of
Directors started preparation early to ensure that it
comes out as hoped for, and to follow the huge suc-
cess the Asian championship enjoyed in August, when
150 boxers represented 21 countries.

He said the board of directors is keen on providing
all means that will bring out the Arab championship in
way that reflects the bright image of Kuwait sport. He
said the success is not that of the board of directors,
rather it is for all Kuwait youth. He lauded the support
KBF receive from Kuwait Olympic Committee and its
Chairman Fahad Nasser Sabah Al-Ahmad and Public
Authority for Sport led by its Director General Dr
Humoud Fulaiteh.

Salem Al-Azmi

BRISBANE: Australian captain Tim Paine said he would
prefer all home Test series to begin at the Gabba after
his side recorded a dominant win over Pakistan in the
first Test yesterday. The Australians went one up in
their two-Test series when they won the opening match
at the Brisbane fortress by an innings and five runs late
on the fourth day for their 29th consecutive Test victory
at the venue dating back to 1988.

“We like playing here and we’ve done well here for a
long time, so we’d like to start here against anyone,”
Paine said when asked whether India should open next

year’s Test tour in Brisbane, the traditional start to an
Australian summer.

On India’s last tour of Australia, the first Test was
moved to Adelaide where the tourists won by 31 runs.
Pakistan were left chasing the match once they were
bowled out for 240 in their first innings having won the
toss and elected to bat.

Australia replied with 580 on the back of big cen-
turies by man-of-the match Marnus Labuschagne and
opener David Warner. Australia’s top three of Joe Burns
(97), Warner (154) and Labuschagne (185) scored 436
runs, with Paine saying the team now had the benefit of
stability at the top of the order.

“We’ve known Burnsie’s a top-quality opening bat
for a long time and it’s great having him back in the side
opening with Davey (Warner),” Paine said. “It’s been
hard to have stability because we haven’t been per-
forming as we’d like ... but I think we’ve got a pretty
good group at the moment and can still get a lot better
as well.”

After beginning their second innings 340 runs
behind Australia and then losing three cheap wickets in
the afternoon session on Saturday, the Pakistanis put up
stern resistance yesterday before finally succumbing
late in the final session.

AZAM CENTURY 
Babar Azam scored a magnificent century and

Mohammad Rizwan fell five runs short of his first as
Pakistan were dismissed for 335 late on the fourth day.
Leg-spinner Yasir Shah also made his highest Test
score with a fighting 42 to allow the Pakistanis to head
to the second Test in Adelaide with some momentum
despite the loss.

But there was to be no denying an Australian attack
yesterday which probed and struck at vital moments,
whenever Pakistan seemed to be getting the upper
hand. Josh Hazlewood was the pick of the Australian
bowlers with 4-63, while Mitchell Starc took 3-73, Pat
Cummins 2-69 and Nathan Lyon 1-74.

Pakistan captain Azhar Ali said his team had been on
the back foot early and not been able to recover.
“When we won the toss, we wanted to score big in the
first innings, but I think on the first day we won two
sessions but we lost one very badly,” he said.

“I think if you lose one session very badly in Test
matches it is always very hard to come back from that,
especially in Australia.” But he said he was proud of the
way they had fought back. “I’d have to say the way we
batted in the second innings, particularly the way Babar

and Rizwan batted, they really showed great fight,” he
said.  

Earlier, Azam reached his second Test century —
and his first in Australia — with an impressive knock.
The elegant right-hander had been in excellent form in
the lead-up games, but was out to a disappointing shot
in the first innings for just one.

He was a different player in the second innings, how-
ever, and never looked in trouble until he edged Nathan
Lyon to wicketkeeper Tim Paine to fall for 104. —AFP

Magnificent century by Babar Azam as Pakistan head for second Test in Adelaide

Paine wants Gabba kickoff to all 
Test series after crushing win

BRISBANE: Pakistan’s batsman Imran Khan (L) plays in the air off Australia’s paceman Mitchell Starc
(R) on day four of the first Test cricket match between Pakistan and Australia at the Gabba in Brisbane
yesterday. —AFP

India crush 
Bangladesh in 
day-night Test 
to sweep series
KOLKATTA: Paceman Umesh Yadav
claimed five wickets as India thrashed
Bangladesh in just over two days of their
first day-night Test to sweep the series
2-0 yesterday. Bangladesh were bowled
out for 195 in less than an hour of the
first session on day three in Kolkata, as
India won by an innings and 46 runs to
record their 12th-straight Test series tri-
umph on home soil.

It was a memorable pink-ball interna-
tional debut for India, who become the
only team to win four consecutive Tests
by an innings margin. Virat Kohli’s side
— which has now won seven Tests in a
row — consolidated their top position in
the world Test championship with three
successive series sweeps.

Mushfiqur Rahim made a valiant 74
before falling to Yadav, and the innings
soon folded as Mahmudullah did not
return to bat after he had retired hurt on

39 on day two. India took 8.4 overs to
wrap up the game at Eden Gardens with
Yadav taking all the three wickets to fall
yesterday afternoon.

Ishant Sharma led the pace charge
with impressive match figures of 9-78 to
flatten the Bangladesh batting that fell
for 106 in their first innings of the open-
ing day. “With the way these guys are
bowling now, they can pick up wickets
on any surface — whether we play at
home or we play away,” a victorious
Kohli said.

“I think it is all about the mindset...
these guys are very hungry, they are at
the top of their game. “I feel that we are
in the right kind of space right now to
capitalise on opportunities and everyone
is enjoying playing in this team and I think
that’s the standout feature about us.”

Kohli played a key part with his 136 in
India’s 347 for nine declared on
Saturday as they managed a lead of 241
runs. The tourists were in early trouble at
13 for four in the final session on day two
when Mushfiqur resisted India’s persist-
ent pace attack.

Ishant trapped Shadman Islam lbw for
nought and then claimed skipper
Mominul Haque, who got a pair of ducks.
The spearhead quickie, who claimed five
wickets in the first innings, bowled at a

lively pace as one of his rising deliveries
hit Mohammad Mithun on the helmet.

Bangladesh were forced to take two
concussion substitutes in Mehidy Hasan
and Taijul Islam for Liton Das and
Nayeem Hasan who were hit on the hel-
met by Shami on day one. Mushfiqur was
also at the receiving end of a nasty hit

from Yadav, but went on to play a fight-
ing knock.

Kohli completed his 27th century
before falling to a stunning catch by
Taijul off Ebadat Hossain. India won the
opening Test also inside three days, as
well as the preceding Twenty20 series
2-1. —AFP

KOLKATA: India’s cricketers celebrate after winning the match during the third
day of the second Test cricket match of a two-match series between India and
Bangladesh at the Eden Gardens cricket stadium in Kolkata yesterday. —AFP

Watling’s double
ton have 
England reeling
MOUNT MAUNGANUI: England were
battling for survival after Mitchell Santner
took three cheap wickets following a
match-turning double century by BJ
Watling in the first Test against New
Zealand yesterday. 

After New Zealand declared at 615 for
nine on day four in Mount Maunganui,
England were 55 for three at stumps, need-
ing a further 207 on the final day if they are
to make the Black Caps bat again.

Watling swung the match firmly New

Zealand’s way with his Test best 205 and a
record-breaking partnership with Santner
who scored a maiden century and then
capped his remarkable day by taking three
wickets for six runs.

“It’s not going to be easy to get seven
wickets on that (pitch),” Santner said. “It’s
nice to get some footies (footmarks) and
the cracks are starting to open. “It’s nice to
see some spin now and hopefully get a roll
tomorrow.” England wicketkeeper Jos
Buttler blamed scoreboard pressure for the
tourists’ predicament after they had held
the upper hand when New Zealand were
197 for five before Watling’s marathon
effort kept them in the field for a tiring 201
overs.

“That’s a big learning point for us. Just
when you think you’re getting to the place
you need to be, and doing the hard work,

there’s a lot more hard work to come,” he
said. “New Zealand played a very patient
game with the bat and showed us how to
play that patient game of batting on flat
wickets and setting your sights high.”

After more than two days in the field,
much of it watching Watling and then
Santner take the game away from them,
England had an uncomfortable two hours
batting with openers Dom Sibley (12) and
Rory Burns (31) as well as nightwatchman
Jack Leach (nought) all falling to Santner.

Sibley’s wicket was the first by a New
Zealand spinner on home soil since March
2018 with 101 consecutive Test wickets in
11 innings in between having all fallen to
seamers. Watling shared a 116-run partner-
ship with Colin de Grandhomme and then
put the home side firmly in charge as he
rewrote the record books with Santner. 

Watling’s 205 comfortably beat his previ-
ous Test best of 142 not out against Sri
Lanka in 2015, while Santner’s 126 over-
hauled his 73 against Bangladesh in 2017.
Their partnership of 261 smashed the previ-
ous New Zealand record seventh wicket
stand of 225 by Chris Cairns and Jacob Oram
against South Africa at Eden Park in 2004. 

When New Zealand declared soon after
Jofra Archer claimed Watling’s wicket, the
615 was their highest total against England,
going past their 551-9 declared at Lord’s in
1973. Watling faced 473 deliveries and hit
24 fours and a six during more than 11
remarkable hours of batting which extend-
ed his unbroken time in the middle to 16
hours 16 minutes after he batted for 306
minutes to score an unbeaten 105 in his last
Test innings against Sri Lanka three months
ago. —AFP

SCOREBOARD

Pakistan 1st innings 240
Australia 1st innings 580
Pakistan 2nd innings (overnight 64-3)
Shan Masood c Paine b Cummins 42
Azhar Ali lbw Starc 5
Haris Sohail c Paine b Starc 8
Asad Shafiq c Smith b Cummins 0
Babar Azam c Paine b Lyon 104
Iftikhar Ahmed c Paine b Hazlewood 0
Mohammad Rizwan c Lyon b Hazlewood 95
Yasir Shah c Wade b Hazlewood 42
Shaheen Afridi c Cummins b Hazlewood 10
Imran Khan c Wade b Starc 5
Naseem Shah not out 0
Extras (b9, lb9, nb1, w5) 24
Total (all out; 84.2 overs) 335 
Fall of wickets: 1-13 (Azhar), 2-25 (Sohail), 3-25 (Shafiq),
4-93 (Masood), 5-94 (Iftikhar), 6-226 (Azam), 7-305
(Rizwan), 8-324 (Yasir), 9-331 (Shaheen), 10-335 (Imran)
Bowling: Starc 16.2-1-73-3 (1nb), Cummins 21-6-69-2
(5w), Hazlewood 21-3-63-4, Lyon 21-3-74-1,
Labuschagne 5-0-38-0.
Result: Australia win by an innings and five runs

Scoreboard at the end of the first Test between Australia
and Pakistan at the Gabba in Brisbane yesterday:

SCOREBOARD

Bangladesh 1st innings 106 (Shadman Islam 29; I.
Sharma 5-22)
India 1st innings 347-9 dec (V. Kohli 136; Al-Amin 3-85,
Ebadat 3-91)
Bangladesh 2nd innings (overnight 152-6, Mushfiqur 59)
Shadman Islam lbw b Ishant 0
Imrul Kayes c Kohli b Ishant 5 
Mominul Haque c Saha b Ishant 0
Mohammad Mithun c Shami b Yadav 6
Mushfiqur Rahim c Jadeja b Yadav 74
Mahmudullah retired hurt 39
Mehidy Hasan c Kohli b Ishant 15
Ebadat Hossain c Kohli b Yadav 0
Al-Amin Hossain c Saha b Yadav 21
Abu Jayed not out 2
Extras (b8, lb9, w5) 22
Total (all out, 41.1 overs) 195
Fall of wickets: 1-0 (Shadman), 2-2 (Mominul), 3-9
(Mithun), 4-13 (Imrul), 4-82 (Mahmudullah, retired not
out), 5-133 (Mehidy), 6-152 (Taijul), 7-152 (Ebadat), 8-
184 (Mushfiqur), 9-195 (Al-Amin)
Bowling: Ishant 13-2-56-4, Yadav 14.1-1-53-5, Shami 8-
0-42-0 (w5), Ashwin 5-0-19-0, Jadeja 1-0-8-0.
Result: India won by an innings and 46 runs
Series: India won the two-match series 2-0

Final scoreboard on day three of the second and
final Test between India and Bangladesh in Kolkata
yesterday:

Wilder KOs Ortiz 
to retain WBC 
heavyweight title
LAS VEGAS: Unbeaten Deontay Wilder landed a
devastating right hand to knock out Luis Ortiz in the
seventh round and retain his World Boxing Council
heavyweight title. The 34-year-old Wilder remains on
course to achieve his goal of unifying all four heavy-
weight belts despite being largely outboxed by Ortiz
before the explosive one-punch finish at the MGM
Grand Hotel in Las Vegas late Saturday night.

“When I see the right shot, it is baby good night,”
Wilder said. Unbeaten in 43 fights, Wilder showed
why he is widely regarded as the most destructive
puncher in the resurgent heavyweight division.

The “Bronze Bomber” recorded his 10th straight
title defence to equal Muhammad Ali who achieved
the feat between 1974 and 1978. Only four heavy-

weights in the history of boxing have made more than
10 consecutive title defences. 

Wilder waited patiently for his big moment and
when it came, with just nine seconds left in the round,
it was stunning. He followed a pawing jab with a
crushing straight right that sent Ortiz’s head snapping
back and his body crashing into the ropes before
landing on the canvas. 

“That was a punch intended to hurt for sure,” said
the American. “I got him at the right angle, my feet
were planted perfectly and I felt the torque.” Ortiz
tried to get up but he clearly could not continue. The
fight was officially stopped at 2:51 of the seventh.

It was a repeat of their 2018 fight where Wilder
had battled adversity to deliver a 10th-round stop-
page. Wilder’s win now sets up another money-spin-
ning rematch with Tyson Fury scheduled for February. 

If he comes through that a unification showdown
against the winner of next month’s rematch between
Anthony Joshua and Andy Ruiz in Saudi Arabia for
the other three major heavyweight belts could follow.

The fights with Fury, and Ruiz or Joshua, would
generate millions for Wilder.  The last two years in

heavyweight boxing have provided plenty of rousing
match-ups and renewed enthusiasm in contrast to the
previous 15 years or so which were dominated by the
Klitschko brothers.

“I am looking for a unification bout,” Wilder said.
“I want one champion, one face, one name that goes
by Deontay Wilder. “The heavyweight division is too
small to have so many belts lingering around. It
should be just be one champion and I think I am the
perfect man for that job.”

The 40-year-old Ortiz, who was coming off three
straight victories, was trying to become the first
Cuban to win the world heavyweight title.

“This is boxing. I told everyone it wasn’t going to
go 12 rounds,” said Ortiz. Ortiz won most of the early
rounds. He was the aggressor from the opening bell
as he tagged Wilder with a left hook to the face in the
opening round. 

Ortiz also suffered a cut to his right temple area
in the opening round due to an accidental clash of
heads. But there was little blood flow and his cor-
ner did a good job of containing it as the rounds
continued. —AFP


